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Abstract—Breathing is a natural and directly controllable
human interaction method. Currently, only a few works have
considered breath as a direct input controlling mechanism. The
equipment relied upon in these works is generally complicated,
expensive, inconvenient to wear, and sometimes insufﬁciently
controllable. This paper proposes a simple method to implement a natural and directly controllable interaction based on
blowing air. The method can provide interaction operations
to applications by transferring blowing of air into sound
using headset microphones and classifying them into different
categories of blowing air in conjunction with support vector
machines and particle swarm optimization. During tests, it’s
proved that this interface not only increases the type of blowing
used for interaction, but also eliminates interference from
speaking in a normal volume effectively. This user interface
can be conveniently used in special environments (e.g., noise,
unavailability of hands) or for special groups (e.g., deaf-mutes).

natural and directly controllable interaction based on blowing
air. We put together a sensor setup(headset microphones)
lighter than previous work, a different sensing algorithm, and
did our evaluation embracing the environmental noise and
speaking noise, which is the main delta against previous
literature. We designed three application examples (i.e.,
playing video on a PC, accessing web pages on a mobile
phone, and playing a VR game) to assess the merits of our
method. The experiments and applications show that our
method is effective, controllable, and convenient to use as a
natural form of interaction. This interface can also be suitable
for special environments (e.g., noise, unavailability of hands)
or for special groups (e.g., deaf-mutes).

Keywords-natural interaction; blowing; microphone; noise
elimination

Breathing is a human instinct. Because breathing can
be consciously controlled, some work uses it as a directly
interactive method. This section summarizes some of the
most directly related work on interaction based on breathing
or blowing air.
Some researchers used wearable sensors or custom sensors
to obtain physiological signals(e.g., the amount and speed
of the exhaled air, the piezoelectric signal as well as the
temperature) of breathing for some direct mapping operations
or interactive control. There are some studies [1], [6], [8],
[13], [14], [16] using wearable breathing sensors, which
are inconvenient and expensive to use, and not common in
everyday life. Those specially-customized devices in these
studies [3], [5], [9], [11], [12], [15], [17] are also inconvenient
and expensive to use, and have great limitations in terms
of usage scenarios and usage methods. All of the above
work generally either relies on custom devices such as
breathing sensors, breathing belts, or other special sensors,
which are intricate, expensive, inconvenient to wear, lack
universal portability in daily life, and may sometimes be less
controllable, which has great limitations in the usage mode
and scenario and has not been further explored.
There is a low-cost way of interacting with breathing,
using a microphone to obtain the sound of breathing for
interactive control. Blowing into the microphone has been
a popular input method for smartphones games and music

II. R ELATED

I. I NTRODUCTION
From classic interaction modalities such as keyboard and
mouse to natural interactions such as multi-touch, voice, gesture and posture, eye tracking and brain-computer interaction,
the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction technology has made
substantial progress. However, these forms of interactions
are not necessarily suitably in all scenarios, e.g. when one’s
hands are unavailable for mouse or touch interaction, in
noisy or speechless environments for voice interaction, or
for physically challenged people in the case of speech
or eye tracking interaction. Recently, breathing has been
considered as an alternative control mechanism to inﬂuence
the physical world and the virtual environment [16]. The
convenience and controllable nature of breathing interactions
can sometimes make up for the disadvantages of more
common interactive modes. Thus far, some works have
studied breathing or blowing air as a direct input modality
in proper detail. However, the equipment (e.g., breathing
sensors, breathing belts, or other special sensors) used in
these works is generally complicated, expensive, inconvenient
to wear, and on occasion insufﬁciently controllable, while
also lacking universal portability in daily life [11], [16].
In this paper, we propose a simple method to implement a
978-1-7281-4034-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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applications since the Ocarina by Wang [19], [20]. Misra et al.
explored to use microphone as a generic sensor in MobileSTK
to drive sound synthesis algorithms in expressive ways [7].
Patel and Abowd presented a coarse-grained system, called
BLUI, that enables blowing at a laptop or computer screen
to directly control interactive applications [10]. Zielasko et
al. presented an alternative trigger approach for hands-free
interaction scenarios to precisely trigger events by blowing
into a microphone [21]. When the blowing value exceeds a
given threshold, event is triggered, otherwise, the event is not
triggered. Filho et al. proposed a mobile phone interface by
exploring the processing of the audio from the microphone
in mobile phones to trigger and launch software events
[2]. Because mobile phones only have simpler computing
processes due to limited processing power, compared to
laptops and desktops, it is difﬁcult to handle complex types
of blowing operations, like identifying blowing sound and
speaking voice.
Our research in this paper instead only needs regular
microphones to obtain data pertaining to the exhaled airow,
which is effective, controllable, and convenient. This paper
classiﬁes blowing sound into different categories as directly
controlled interactions using machine learning method, which
not only increases the type of blowing used for interaction,
but also avoids triggers caused by speaking in a normal
volume effectively.

To improve the performance of the recognition, we
ordinarily update the model by collecting new training data
in two ways. It will describe in detail in Training data
acquisition part.

(a) gale

(b) gust

(c) breeze

(d) noise

Figure 2. Sound waveforms obtained by the microphone for three types
of blowing air and two examples of speaking voice.

Air Blowing Interaction Design Scheme. Referring to the
work of Sra et al. [16], we distinguish four forms of blowing
air with regard to duration and intensity. Among them, three
are used for possible interactions(cf. Figs. 2) and one is used
to eliminate interference from speaking voice(one example
in the Fig. 2(d) belong to the category of speaking voice):
gale : very strong exhaling sustained for 2-3 seconds (cf.
Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a)).
gust : strong jet but transient for a short duration of less 1
second (cf. Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b)).
breeze : slow and gentle blowing for 2-3 seconds (cf. Fig. 2(c)
and Fig. 3(c)).
noise : speaking voice in a normal volume. (cf. Fig. 2(d)).

One important consideration is the placement of the
microphone. An effective position is near the mouth and
pointed towards the mouth(cf. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Figs. 2
shows that the waveform of blowing interactions and speaking
voice are very different from each other, so our blowing
interaction will be still effective even if the user speaks. Our
experiments also veriﬁed it.

III. S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE

IV. T HEORY AND MODEL
The proposed interface acquires the sound signals resulting
from blowing air in real time and then determines the
particular form of blowing air as interactions for different
applications.
A. Training data acquisition
Figure 1.

The training data can be collected in two ways:
1) Scheduled training data: To collect a sufﬁciently largescale dataset for training at the very beginning, we rely
on audio recording with a sampling frequency of 8000 Hz.
In order to make the initial training set more standardized,
participants are required to blow air every 3 seconds. In the
experiments, we relied on two participants for training data
collection.
2) User practice: Due to the different intensity levels
when blowing air, users are able to practice before using the
interface so as to obtain better results. During practice, every
user is instructed to perform the correct kind of exhalation

System Architecture.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system architecture. A
web server works as a back-end for processing data, training,
and running models. When a person uses the interaction
interface, the prediction model running on the server obtains
that person’s breath data transmitted from the client to
recognize air blowing actions, and sends these back to the
client (e.g., PC, mobile phone, or HTC VIVE). Once the
clients receive the action information, the running application
will perform the corresponding operations.
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in accordance with the indicated form of blowing air. Every
user’s personal data is uploaded into the server’s training set.
And before this user use our interface, our prediction model
will be trained using the updated training set. This is not
compulsory, and users can use our interface directly without
ﬁrst practicing.

Algorithm 1 Air blow category recognition
Input: θ is the threshold;
1: while our interface is being used do
2:
get real-time volume v of blowing sound;
3:
if v > θ then
4:
get sound data d;
5:
d =prepare(d);
6:
a = recognize(d );
7:
client performs interactive operations
according to a;
8: return

B. Data preparation
1) Signal preprocessing: The sound signal is ﬁrst normalized to a standardized range of [−1, 1]. Then a sliding
window is applied for sampling discretization. The continuous
signal in this normalized data is then divided into discrete
segments using a sliding window of 24000 Hz with 67%
overlap between segments [4].
2) Feature extraction: The classiﬁer operates based on
four signals extracted as features from the discrete sound
data. These are the mean (given by (1)), variance (given
by (2)), the proportion of the number of normalized values
greater than 0.4 (given by (3)), and 0.6 (given by (4)).
n
Xi
(1)
X = i=1
n
s2 =

n

p1 =

− X)2
n−1

i=1 (Xi

|{Xi > 0.4}|
n

3) Prediction: Algorithm 1 provides the details of the
blowing type recognition.
V. U SER EXPERIMENTS
To assess the usability and effectiveness of our interaction
method leveraging exhalation actions, we conducted a user
study.
A. Participants

(2)

A total of 16 student volunteers (6 females, 10 males)
were enrolled to participate in the study. The age of the
sample ranges from 14 to 24 years (M = 16.94 years, SD =
3.83 years). Before this test, all participants did not have any
prior experience of blowing air as an interaction method.

(3)

|{Xi > 0.6}|
(4)
n
where Xi is the i-th element in a discrete sample, and n is
the length of each sample. The feature p1 and p2 is chosen
to account for both the strength and duration characteristics
of the exhalation.
p2 =

B. Application design
Our novel blowing-based interface can be applied in a
range of different applications.
1) Playing video on a PC: The client relies on Unity
3D (version 5.6.0) as the platform for showing video. It
obtains the exhalation sound waves in real-time, and monitors
which blowing operation the user has blown in real-time.
When monitoring any blowing actions, it performs operations
corresponding to the identiﬁcation and classiﬁcation result:
gale (cf. Fig. 3(a)), gust (cf. Fig. 3(b)), breeze(cf. Fig. 3(c)).
2) Accessing web pages on a mobile phone: We created
a simple prototype of an interactive web page on a mobile
phone, for which the action of entering a selected link, as
can be done via the Enter key, is mapped to the gust action
(cf. Fig. 4), while the sequential jumping between successive
input controls, as can be achieved with the Tab key, is mapped
to the breeze action (cf. Fig. 5).
3) Playing a VR game: We integrate the blowing actions
into a VR game called Undersea Treasure Hunt. It is
developed using Unity 3D (version 5.6.0), and played using
an HTC VIVE headset. The three game effects are associated
with blowing actions: gale sprays a water jet, gust will open
a treasure box, breeze triggers the bubbling operation of the
crab (cf. Fig. 6).

C. Training and prediction
1) Classiﬁer: In our system, we rely on support vector
machines (SVMs) to identify the category based on the
features. Although other learning algorithms are applicable
as well, SVMs are powerful tools used to solve the small
sample, nonlinear relationships and multiple classiﬁcation
problems [18]. Their ultimate classiﬁcation performance
depends heavily upon the selection of penalty parameters
and appropriate kernel.
2) Training: In the initial training process of the classiﬁer
(no user practice data is added to the training set), we use a
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize the
penalty parameter c in the SVM and the parameter g in the
RBF kernel function to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Given the training data acquired using the two procurement
schemes described above, the classiﬁer is trained using
training data preprocessed as described above. The trained
model is periodically updated as new data comes in.
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1) Usability test: We adopted a within-subjects design for
the usability test. The ﬁrst application, the PC application,
was used for this study. To assess the usability of the
interaction technology adequately, we tested the interaction
accuracy in ﬁve conditions: a quiet environment vs. four noisy
environments. In noisy environments, music was played at
different distances with different volumes(65db with 0.5
meters, 65db with 0.1 meters, 80db with 0.5 meters and
80db with 0.1 meters), serving as noise for the test. The
experience order was counter-balanced.
2) User experience study: In this second part, we used
the web application and the VR game application to explore
the participant’s experience of using the interaction method.
After the participant experienced the two applications, we
conducted a follow-up interview. The interview included
four structural elements: (1) interest; (2) applicability; (3)
generalization and (4) disadvantages. Moreover, we added
an open topic item regarding blowing air as a natural and
directly controllable interaction method.

(a) gale controls the play or pause action

(b) gust for the next video

(c) breeze for the previous video
Figure 3.

Blowing actions and corresponding effects on a PC.

D. Procedure

(a) gust
Figure 4.

(a) breeze
Figure 5.

(b) Initial
state

(c) gust

First, we designed a practice module, and the participant
practiced the three types of blowing following a simple
instruction phase before starting the formal test.
Then, we explained to the participants the relevant interaction tasks relevant to the test. The participants experienced
the application in ﬁve environment conditions using three
blowing interactions. In every environment the test consisted
of nine rounds(each round included 6 interaction tasks: two
times for each type of the three blowing types) and 6 times of
participant speaking, i.e., 60 times of blowing. The accuracy
of the actual interaction would be recorded. To avoid the
participants from developing a certain regularity, the sequence
of six breathing tests in each round was random.
After completion of Test 1, the participants experienced the
web application and VR game application, respectively. The
participants were able to take breaks during the test. After
experiencing the two applications, we requested a follow-up
interview with the participants.

(d)
Enter
the link

Gust corresponds to enter.

(b) Initial (c) breeze (d) Jump to
state
next

E. Results

Breeze corresponds to tab.

1) Accuracy: The results of the accuracy in the usability
test for the sixteen participants are given in Table I.
Table I
T HE AVERAGE ACCURACY OF 16 PARTICIPANTS IN FIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Environment

Figure 6.

Quiet
Noisy
Noisy
Noisy
Noisy

Blowing actions and corresponding effects in a VR game.

1:
2:
3:
4:

65db+0.5m
65db+0.1m
80db+0.5m
80db+0.1m

Average Accuracy
90.52%
89.17%
86.83%
88%
81.33%

C. Experimental design
From the test results, we can observe that our average
accuracy is 96.3% in cross-validation and a bit lower in the

The user study consisted of two parts: a usability test and
user experience study.
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usability test (Table I), but still comparable with the previous
research [16] (the average recognition accuracy in this study
was 88.3% with two authors) that required custom hardware.
Therefore, the accuracy of interaction technique in this study
is deemed acceptable.
Moreover, compared with the quiet environment, the
accuracy rate did not decrease much in Noisy 1, Noisy 2,
Noisy 3, while dropped in Noisy 4. Noisy 4 (80db and 0.1
meters) was a noisy environment by interviewing participants.
It showed that our technology can cope well with potential
interference stemming from common background noise.
2) Interview results for Test 2:
Interest. Through experience with the web application and
VR game application, the participants felt that this interaction
method is very interesting, e.g. “I have interacted with the
mouse, touch, and voice, but not breath, and it was funny”.
Applicability. It may solve problems under certain special
circumstances or for people with particular needs. “In some
special dangerous situations or in special emergencies, such
as when a hostage needs to call for help, he can’t shout,
call or send messages. By using this interaction, he can
send a secret signal for help, which is not easily detected
by criminals”.
Generalization. Although it cannot be regarded as a primary
way of interaction, it can be used as an auxiliary interaction
modality. In some cases, it may replace touching and other
interaction forms. “In some cases it can replace voice and
touch, for example, when both hands are inconvenient to use,
you can blow to answer the phone”.
Disadvantages. First, the number of interaction types that
can be achieved is limited. “Unlike touch and voice, which
can achieve many kinds of control”. Second, it easily leads
to fatigue. “Although it is an interesting interaction method,
the user will be tired after using many times”.

There are three main reasons for this: (1) In the actual
application process, there will be many uncontrollable factors.
(2) The classiﬁcation model can be further optimized. (3)
Only two people’s data was used for the initial training
and cross-validation. Hence, there is also a need for further
research on improving the algorithms.
C. Applicability
1) Assisting other interaction modes: The incorporation
of blowing interactions into other setups can liberate the
hands. Example settings include answering the phone while
driving, zooming in and out during navigation, learning to
cook in a noisy kitchen, and so on.
2) Improving the user experience in using applications:
We observed that a user’s interest and experience is greatly
enhanced if this interaction is designed in an appropriate
context, such as a VR game.
3) Generalization to special groups and special situations:
This interaction modality has a high degree of availability
in special environments (e.g., noisy ones, unavailability of
hands) or for special groups (e.g., deaf-mutes). This approach
may prove useful in certain emergency situations.
D. Limitations and future work
First, the number of interaction types that can be achieved
is limited. Since memory space is limited and there are not
that many forms of blowing that people can skillfully achieve,
there are not many categories of blowing interactions that can
reliably be supported, which is a limitation. Second, in very
noisy cases, the interaction can be disturbed. Thus, we plan
to further optimize the algorithm to improve the recognition
accuracy.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a simple method to implement a
natural and directly controllable interaction based on blowing
out air. We designed and implemented three blowing actions
and eliminated interference from environmental noise as well
as speaking in a normal volume effectively, only relying
on headset microphones to record the audio signal and
using optimized classify it to distinguish different blowing
categories.
We found that environmental noise had little inﬂuence on
the interaction and that this interaction modality is a good
way to improve users’ interest and experience in applications,
speciﬁcally in VR applications. Moreover, it is not only very
available in a multitude of environments, but also particularly
usable in special environments (e.g., noise, unavailability of
hands) or for special groups (e.g., deaf-mutes).

VI. D ISCUSSION
A. Special advantages
1) The interaction is natural and convenient: Blowing is
a natural and directly controllable interaction method.
2) The device is the simplest and most commonly used in
daily life: The only device used in our blowing interaction
setup to obtain the needed data are headset microphones,
which are not only common, simple, and cheap, but also
convenient to carry around in dairy life.
B. Interaction accuracy
From the accuracy in the current test, participants speech
and the environmental noise had little inﬂuence on our
interaction based on blowing out, but the proﬁciency of the
interaction types had a great inﬂuence on the accuracy rate.
If our blowing interactions are applied to common operations,
the accuracy rate will certainly increase with the increase of
proﬁciency in using blowing interaction.
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